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About This Game

Rogue Star Rescue is a fast-paced roguelite bullet hell shooter with tower defense elements. Shoot your way through diverse
alien planets while strategically gathering traps and resources for the epic boss fights. Defend your planet and stop the

catastrophic Rogue Star from annihilating everything.

The Rogue Star

Our galaxy is about to be destroyed. A massive Rogue Star has formed from the cosmos and is on a direct collision path. It
threatens to vaporize everything. Leaders from planets around the galaxy have assembled a top team of fighters to stop the

Rogue Star at all costs. We are the Team.

The evil aliens from a neighboring galaxy see the Rogue Star as an opportunity to destroy their long time rivals. They learn of
the Team and rush to their galaxy to their plans while the Rogue Star inches ever closer.

The Galaxy

The Galaxy is a collection of diverse planets with strange inhabitants. Choose your own non-linear path through the galaxy and
explore each planet carefully. Planets such as the Terra, Beach, Steampunk, Ice, Desert, Fire, Toxic, and Haunted. The map of

the galaxy is always expanding, with mysteries and surprises around every cover.
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Heroes

Choose from one of the elite team members, each with a personal drive to save their home planet from annihilation. You will
interact with other team members throughout your quest. They may stop by to help you fight on their home planets or contact

you with useful tips about your mission.

Weapons and Items

Discover and unlock dozens of unique items. Collect different combinations of guns and passive items to enable powerful
synergies. You'll find everything from advanced space weaponry to historical weapons and everything in between. On top of

carrying your main gun, you'll also have an arsenal of powerful grenades ready at the tap of a button.

Traps and Defense

While exploring each planet you must gather traps and resources to face an epic boss and his waves of minions. Strategically
place traps that slow, block, push, spike, burn, freeze and shoot at enemies. Upgrade your traps to make them stronger, and

choose specialized attributes based on your player.

Your Choices, Your Ending

Choose which planets you travel to and make important decisions that decide the fate of your galaxy. Each outcome is different.
Will you save the galaxy from total annihilation? Or perhaps be vaporized in the process?
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Title: Rogue Star Rescue
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Chute Apps
Publisher:
Chute Apps
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E6320 (2*1866) or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 7600 GS (512 MB) or equivalent

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Puzzler World is not ground breaking, it doesn't look spectacular and the music is a bit annoying but if you are just looking for
some classic puzzles then you can't go wrong with this game. What the game gives you that the magazine does not are of useful
hints when you need them, but only if you have enough hint tokens that are earned through completing puzzles. You also get
way more puzzles than would fit in a magazine and if you pick it up on sale it will cost less than one too.

If you are expecting an innovative masterpiece that will challenge you then you can give this a pass, if you want something to
waste a few minutes now and then to keep your mind engaged then I can recommend this game to you.. Garbage Bin game. The
devs probably made this to make a quick buck off of it. Not worth the money at all. Stay away.

I cannot recommend this game unless the devs add more intuitive controls, a better UI(it looks like an old Ps1 game), more
game modes, etc.

Don't buy this even on sale.. This game needs polish, but apart from that, its great. Really great. Will be looking back into it in a
couple of months time but we need to remember that this is an indie game and someone said its a one man team. Meaning give
him some slack!. A pretty solid immersive sim ruined by extensive technical issues.

I played this on release and I somehow managed to dodge the myriad technical issues that many people encountered. Coming
back to it now, I'm getting them in spades. The game crashes every time I get near a story-critical mission, so RIP Mankind
Divided.. New update to review, changing to negative. It's been two years and devs have not added any of the things they said
they were going to add to the game like sounds, changing the player sprite depending on your armour and weapon or removing
the "popout menus" when you find something on the ground. Game has major, major interface problems and is user unfriendly.
Devs promised things and then didn't deliver. Game has been left to rot on steam for years. I regret buying it for full price at
launch to support it.

original review:
---------------------------------------------------------------

At first I had a negative review but I changed it to positive because I have started to have a lot of fun with the game. There are
problems with it though:

1. no sound
2. sprites are not too good and less readable I think than ASCII
3. MAJOR every time you are at the start of your turn on a square with an object on it the game brings up a menu to make you
select between ignoring the object or picking it up, reading it etc. depending on what it is. You can just move or take an action
rather than have to actually press the button to ignore the object but it's still annoying.
4. You get HP back when resting or moving but there's no rest until healed button. Instead the closest you have is to do 99.
which is 9 then 9 then 5 on numeric keypad which rests you for 99 turns. You will have to do this several times to get your hp
back though and it takes AGES.
5. There seems to be no fast travel or auto travel of any kind, it's just you and the movement keys, held down if you want to risk
it.

There is a version of the game called Nlarn which is free. It runs in the console and has ASCII graphics but in most ways is
more usable than this version.

I'm still leaving a positive review though because I am having fun playing this version and I'm trying to trust the developers to
iron out the problems.

The free version at http:\/\/nlarn.sourceforge.net\/
http:\/\/sourceforge.net\/projects\/nlarn\/files\/nlarn\/0.7.2\/

Screenshot in town http:\/\/i.imgur.com\/CP7zC8W.png
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Screenshot on level 1 of dungeon http:\/\/i.imgur.com\/wNpRDDl.png. The graphics and sound are good, making tacos is fun,
the shooting game is fun enough. I want this game to be a fun roguelike with tacos, mutants and guns. Instead, it's a mobile port
with poor balance.

Steep difficulty means if you don't have a lucky couple of first trips you're dead on your 3rd or 4th. Even then you better hope
that things go perfectly. After 4 hours of repeating the first 3-5 trips of the game (having memorized every taco recipe) I finally
got frustrated and quit.

I suspect the game balance is built around microtransactions in the original mobile version where you can buy upgrades or better
trucks for real world cash. The same exact game is FREE on mobile devices. I tried it on my tablet and sure enough there is a
prominent button to buy tacobucks or something that allows you to repair for .05c or buy a big gun for $1.

This just isn't a good game despite a cool concept and good pixelart graphics. I have no idea why it has a 'mostly positive'
rating.. great dlc but the telehandler is just not the best other than that everything is great.. I originally played the crap out of this
on the switch. Ended up getting a gaming pc and repurchased it for the graphics, man what a difference. Anyway this is one of
my all time favorite games. I normally play rpgs but it's so nice just getting on here and slaying for awhile for fun. Worth every
penny imo I have nothing bad to say. The fact they gave 170 characters their own animations and everything is amazing to me.
Yeah some are better than others but what can be expected.. Very impressive, looking foward to future updates. a good few
hours of gameplay as is. exploration of diffrent passing ships is spot on!
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https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=O5b9PTQQ8kg

Cluck Yegger immediately peaked my interest due to the visuals on display on the store page. I went in expecting a FNaF clone,
but what I got a rich, enjoyable parody full of chicken-humanoid humor set in a sci-fi world with mutant birds, robotic
variations, and a twisted Colonel Sanders. A bit on the easy, even when claiming "I'm not scared, Let's play!" at the start. I was
let down that the camera really did little in the line of aiding me to survive the seven nights (yes, it's not just a standard work
week in this one), but the deeper you get, the more tense it all becomes as you unravel more through discussions and log entries..
A cool Geometry Wars style game. Fun to play, good level of challenge, great for short spells of action. Driven by the Unity
engine, graphics are OK. Worth picking up.. there is nothing to do.. and no story ... Great potential here but you have a lot of
work to do. You guys seem to know what we want, and I hope this turns into a fully developed game. I would def spend big
bucks if done right.. Give me a soundtrack. where is it.. It is gost DLC??
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